Level K Geodes® are 48 unique books organized into four modules. They are designed to enable students to apply their growing phonetic knowledge while engaging with exciting content and beautiful art.

The first half of Level K contains Wordless Picture Books, which boost students’ knowledge of story structure and vocabulary, and Sound Search Books, which grow students’ letter-sound awareness. The second half of Level K contains Duet Books for children to read along with an adult while building their decoding and word recognition skills. Knowledge building occurs within books, across sets, and throughout modules, helping students develop a deep understanding of the module topic.

LEVEL K, MODULE 1: THE FIVE SENSES

Set 1
Explore South America
(t, b, f, n, m, i, u)

Pelé
Fabric of the Andes
Galápagos Adventures
A Day at the Market
Clay Army
Visit the Art Museum
Museum Cat
Treasures of King Tut

Set 2
Experience Museums
(c, o, a, g, d, s)

LEVEL K, MODULE 2: ONCE UPON A FARM

Set 1
A Day’s Work
(e, r, p, j, l, h, k)

American Gothic
Red Barn Farm
Peach Picking
Lai Harvest
Garden Party
Farm Work
Farmer’s Market
Sheepdog

Set 2
Working the Land
(v, w, y, x, z, q)

LEVEL K, MODULE 3: AMERICA, THEN AND NOW

Set 1
Homelife
(t, b, f, n, m, i, u)

Build a Log Cabin
Three Sisters
Bath Night
Ice Harvest
Call a Cab
The First Car to Get That Far
The Golden Gate
Fly, Amelia, Fly

Set 2
Transportation
(v, w, y, x, z, q)

Lightning Ben
Frank’s Ice Pops
Ella Sang Back
Scraping the Sky
The Flag is Up
Statue of Liberty
Sea to Shining Sea
Washington Crossing the Delaware

Set 3
American Made
(c, o, a, g, d, s)

Set 4
National Symbols
(t, b, f, n, m, i, u)

LEVEL K, MODULE 4: THE CONTINENTS

Set 1
Australia
(b, c, j, k)

Land of Wonder
Jack, Jill, and Joey
The Great Reef
Hop Around Sydney
Is That a Cat?
Ladi’s Pots
Made of Mud
Anansi and His Legs

Set 2
Africa
(t, b, f, n, m, i, u)

One-Dot
Brush & Ink
Floating Market
Night Climb
Map to the Past
Sit and Paint
Tap-Tap to Tuk-Tuk
Sky Laps
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